Ford v10 vacuum diagram

One way to think of the v10 is as a 40l v6 with four extra cylinders or as a 54l v8 with two more
cylinders. Ford excursion v 10 engine diagram where is the pcv valve ford excursion question.
Ford v10 engine diagram. I need a complete vacuum diagram showing all lines and components
for my ford e van with the v10 engine. Both 2 valve and 3 valve versions have been produced.
Fords 68l cubic inch found in e series and f series trucks v10 is part of the companys modular
engine family to present and represents the largest evolution of the design. The vacuum
diagrams i have for the heater air condsystem and the under hood diagram ar read more. The
modular engine received the name from its design and sharing of certain parts among the
engine family starting with the 46l in for the model year. Especially when there is wet weather
moisture will get the the spark plug hole and when the vehicle gets up to temp the moisture will
atomize and ground out the spark plug. Our technician walks through the ford v10 on the thor
outlaw. The way the smaller hose wraps in a coil should have given it away too. Here you can
see it sticking right out in plain view in the open i feel really stupid for not seeing this. Download
60 ford engine pdf manuals. The 68 l uses a split pin crank with firing intervals and a balance.
Ford 68l v 10 engine the 68 l cid sohc v10 is a variation of the modular family created for use in
large trucks. User manuals ford engine operating guides and service manuals. The ford modular
engine is ford motor companys overhead camshaft ohc v8 and v10 gasoline powered small
block engine family. Wrg Ford V10 Engine Diagram. Wrg Wiring Diagram F V1 0. Chrysler La
Engine Wikipedia. Formula 1 Engine. Serpentine Belt Replacement Irv2 Forums. Ford 6 0l
Engine Diagram Wiring Diagram. Home ford v10 engine diagram Ford V10 Engine Diagram. Ford
V10 Engine Diagram Wiring Diagram General Helper Modular v10 68l ford 68l v10 vacuum line
diagram i think i found the source of my engine troubles. Bore size is mm in and stroke is mm in
identical to the 54 l v8. This tech article was originally posted at FordF It is primarily intended
for Ford trucks but most likely also applies to other Ford models and years. See the
webmaster's note at the bottom. Diagnosing car engines with a vacuum gauge. To isolate a
problem further diagnostics are usually needed. Engine must be warm or the gauge reading will
be too high and computer will be in warmup mode. Select a vacuum hose connected directly to
the car's intake manifold or select an unused port on the manifold. The best alternative would
be to attach a hose to an unused port on the manifold and leave it there for use with the gauge.
Plug the hose when not in use. Otherwise if in doubt which hoses are connected to the intake
manifold, consult the hose diagram on the emissions sticker, usually found on the underside of
the hood or on the firewall, or consult a repair manual. If still in doubt the hose to the MAP
pressure sensor is connected directly to the intake manifold. The gauge can be tapped into a
hose using a T-connector. For a quick and dirty reading unplug the easy to find PCV hose on
the valve cover and plug in the vacuum gauge. Using the PCV hose may not give a direct
connection to the intake manifold and it will cause the engine to idle slowly, but it will give an
intake vacuum reading and is easy to use when looking at a strange car, for example a
prospective purchase. Start the engine and read the gauge in inches of mercury in Hg. The dial
on the gauge may be marked with the good range. I have a vacuum gauge mounted right in the
dash of my 98 F XLT. I use it to also help determine the load my engine is under while driving,
and to estimate fuel economy. Now my heater will not work at all, just the defrost, and on top of
that my 4WD is not engaging. These are classic signs of a vacuum leak on Ford Super Duty
Trucks. On these trucks the hubs are engaged using vacuum. A lot of folks complain about
having a lot of problems with these vacuum operated hubs. This has not been my experience; I
like them. Many people opt to replace the hubs with Warn manual hubs. Back to my leak. I fear
the worst, that I may have a bad hub seal. I look under the fender well on the drivers side right
behind the front tire and see the ESOF electronic shift on the fly vacuum line just dangling in
the air see fist picture below. What a relief. This will just be a minor repair and I will have my
4WD back easy enough. The picture below shows what I saw when I first began looking for my
vacuum leak. The location is in the fender well behind the driver's side front tire. The two
vacuum tubes below in the foreground should be connected at the bracket behind them. Note
the white plastic vacuum line connector pieces in each tube. Pull those broken pieces out using
needle nose pliers. This picture shows the removed broken vacuum line fitting and new fitting I
purchased for the repair. It's not too often that repairs are this easy. Had the leak been a hub
seal, it would have been much more expensive and taken a lot more time. Sometimes you get
lucky. Site information: This site, The manufacturer's names or trademarks used herein are
referenced solely for identification purposes and are not intended by superdutypsd. This site
may, at times, run advertising banners or text link ads from entities mentioned on these pages.
The owner of this site may be a member of various diesel related forums which may be
referenced on these pages. The articles and information on this site just document how I did
things. Use this information at your own risk. This site is neither authorized by, nor affiliated
with, Ford Motor Company. I used a Vacu-Tite , which has a restrictor. The OEM connector does

not have a restrictor so I pulled it out and discarded it. The evolution of evaporative emissions
systems has been driven by changes in emissions standards. While some vehicle
manufacturers have introduced very different designs along the way, Ford has primarily used a
vacuum-based design as a foundation. The most important step in any diagnostic process is
understanding the system design, the specific components used and its theory of operation.
This article will provide an overview of the different systems and, in the case of the
vacuum-based system, the evolution of design enhancements used to comply with the. The
powertrain control module PCM uses three simple but robust components to purge gas vapors
and test the gas vapor system for leak integrity. The CPS is a duty-cycle-controlled, normally
closed solenoid that separates the engine from the gas vapor system. The PCM operates the
CPS to pull gas vapors from the charcoal canister, using intake manifold vacuum, while the
engine is running. The system is designed to operate with very small pressure changes and is
typically displayed in inches of water in. To put this into perspective, 1. The typical range of a
gas vapor system is generally not greater than 3. The typical gas cap is designed to protect the
gas vapor system by releasing positive pressure buildup at approximately 1. In the initial stages
of engine operation, the PCM checks all three components for common electrical issues and,
depending on the year and model of the vehicle, will set a variety of fault codesâ€”for example,
P for a CPS open or short condition and P for a CVS open or short condition. All of these fault
codes need to be corrected prior to performing any gas vapor testing. A vacuum-based system
goes through several phases of operation. The first phase is the workhorse side of the gas
vapor system and is designed to purge the gas vapors that have been collected in the charcoal
canister. The CVS is deenergized open during purge operation. Keep in mind the purge or
workhorse phase can happen at any time with the engine running; fuel level does not matter.
Fuel level does matter when we move to the gas vapor integrity phase. The evaporative gas
vapor integrity test is performed in several phases. But before the test can begin, many
enabling conditions must be met. The chart shows that the test is performed after a lengthy
engine-off soak, with the vehicle driving down the road and fuel level within the proper range.
The evaporative gas vapor integrity test begins with the PCM closing the CVS, sealing the gas
vapor system, then opening the CPS to pull the gas vapor system into a negative pressure. If
the negative pressure exceeds the target pressure, the PCM will set a P for excessive negative
pressure, which would likely indicate blocked vapor lines or possibly a stuck-open CPS. Prior to
the Check Engine light illuminating, the customer would likely get a message to check the gas
cap. If the target vacuum is achieved, the PCM moves to the vacuum stabilization phase. At this
point, the test would be aborted. The PCM is also looking for any changes in engine load and
fuel slosh, either of which can affect the test results. If vacuum stabilization is achieved, the
next phase beginsâ€”the vacuum hold and decay phase. If the FTPS remains steady during this
process approximately 30 seconds in duration , then the PCM concludes that the gas vapor
system has no leaks. Keep in mind that the test time could vary among different vehicle years,
models and engines. The speed and amount of decay determine the size of the leak. For
example, referring to Fig. After approximately 30 to 60 seconds, the PCM moves to the vapor
generation phase. The natural slosh of fuel inside the fuel tank, the exhaust temperature and the
operation of the fuel pump should create a rise in vapor pressure. If the pressure does not rise
above 2. What we reviewed so far relates to leaks that are. The phase-in for. The leak-detection
process is very similar to the one described above, with a few exceptions. Obviously, the
quantity of leak decay is tighter, and if a. The new fault code added is P, for a. In , Ford began
phasing in a different method to check for. The process of checking for. The EONV test begins
when the vehicle is shut off. It uses the Ideal Gas Law principle to test the gas vapor system.
The Ideal Gas Law defines a relationship between pressure and temperature in a sealed
container. If the temperature increases, the pressure in the container will increase; if the
temperature decreases, the pressure in the container will decrease. The screen capture in Fig.
P0 is the fuel stabilization phase with the CVS deenergized open , which allows the gas vapor
pressure to stabilize close to atmos- pheric pressure. If the fuel temperature is still rising from
the heat of the exhaust system components or ambient temperature, the pressure will rise.
When the fuel temperature starts to cool down, the pressure will begin to decrease inside the
gas vapor system. If during P1 the pressure rises but does not go above the positive pass
threshold, P2 will kick in, which relieves the pressure in the gas vapor system and accelerates
the process of negative pressure buildup. Phase 3 shows the FTPS moving in the negative
pressure direction as the fuel temperature decreases. Phase 4 completes the EONV test. The
total time on the chart is 30 minutes, but the PCM has a minute evaluation timer. Keep in mind
the gas vapor system had to pass the. Diagnosing gas vapor system leaks on Ford
vacuum-based systems is straightforward, but you might need more than just a basic smoke
machine to get the job done. It will be very useful to have an in. The in. All you need to do is

watch the in. If the needle remains steady, no leaks are present. If the gauge begins to drop, you
know one of the components you moved around is creating the intermittent issues. If the needle
quickly drops to atmospheric pressure, you have a large leak and need to search for it with the
smoke machine. To fully understand the Ideal Gas Law principle, use your in. This is best done
by plugging the CVS outlet. Now all you need to do is wait for the fuel temperature in the gas
vapor system to change. Ford has two more systems on its vehicles today. The internal
combustion engine on a hybrid electric vehicle may not operate during a drive cycle, or would
likely not run long enough to take advantage of the EONV system. The test is also performed
KOEO for increased leak-testing accuracy. You can read about all the evap systems described
above, as well as get a full explanation of a variety of engine management systems from to the
present. The nice thing about Ford evaporative emissions systems is that they have pretty
much stuck with a similar design with minor variations, so the learning curve is not too steep
and diagnosis is fairly straightforward. March Issue. Back to Summary. Tools of the Trade. No
results found. Send to Email Address. Your Name. Your Email Address. The 6. Bore size is Both
2-valve and 3-valve versions have been produced. The 2-valve version was first introduced in ,
with a 3-valve non-VCT version to follow in One camshaft in each cylinder head at the top of
each cylinder bank operating 3 valves, 2 intake and 1 exhaust. Deep-skirt engine block and
low-friction internal components mean greater reliability and fuel economy. Electronic throttle
control uses electronic sensors instead of mechanical linkage to deliver seamless and
consistent engine response. Silent-design chain cam drive contributes to durability and helps
reduce NVH Noise, Vibration and Harshness characteristics. Fail-safe cooling system is
designed to help protect the engine from potential damage due to a loss of coolant. If the engine
overheats, it will automatically switch from cylinder operation to alternating 5-cylinder
operation. The vehicle will continue to operate, but with limited engine power. This system
allows the driver to travel a short distance to obtain service or reach a service facility if the
engine overheats. The distance that can be traveled depends upon vehicle load, outside
temperature and road conditions. The Ford V10 is a very reliable motor, and has been known to
exceed , miles. It does have a few known problems:. Spark plugs on the V10 need to be checked
and torqued if needed. They are known to come loose and shoot out of the cylinder head and st
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rip out the threads. The repair involved reaming the spark plug hole, tapping it and inserting a
helicoil to hold a factory spark plug. The V10 has an ignition coil mounted on top of each spark
plug. The engine may not display a check engine light if it has a misfire. If you can get access to
a diagnostic tool that can read the codes on the V10, you should be able to get codes from the
bad COP. The code will directly correspond to the bad coil. The codes are:. The factory studs
rust and break off causing an exhaust leak. The repair involves removing the remaining nuts to
remove the exhaust manifold. Then a nut is welded on to the remaining stud. The heat of the
welder usually causes it to come loose, and can be removed by using a socket on the welded
nut. The V10 is known for using oil. If you have an oil leak from the drivers side of the engine
block, it may be coming from the seal between the engine block, and oil cooler adapter. Ford 6.
Vehicle Name. Production Years. Engine Output.

